
BACK TO THE FUTURE: 
FUTURE-FORWARD 
INTERGENERATIONAL 
EXCHANGES IN MUSEUM 
SETTINGS
DENVER ART MUSEUM



WHY 
INTERGENERATIONAL?



DENVER IS AN 
AGE-FRIENDLY 
COMMUNITY
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•Focused on supporting community members to 
age in place.



POTENTIAL IMPACT

OLDER ADULTS

• help bring about a sense of purpose amongst the elderly to help 
grow and develop the next generation 

• older adults with dementia or cognitive impairments experience 
more positive affect during interactions with children than they 
did during non-intergenerational activities 

• Documented that older participants also had more energy and 
ate better when they shared their meals with children 

YOUNGER GENERATION

• Get to know older adults better, which helps to breakdown 
negative aging stereotypes and reduce ageism in the community

• had higher personal/social developmental scores (by 11 months) 
than children in non-intergenerational programs

• Youth involved in intergenerational mentoring relationships 
showed increases in school attendance, positive changes in 
knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors regarding substance use, as 
well as improvement in related life skills 

• Over a single school year, students with older adult tutors made 
over 60 percent more progress in learning two critical reading 
skills – sounding out new words and reading comprehension – 
than similar students without the tutors



GETTING THERE



PROGRAM 
EXAMPLE – 
FOXY & SHMOXY: 
ART DETECTIVES



Program Example 
- Art at Hand 
boxes

• Storytelling

• Nature as Muse

• Pattern Play

• Walls Speak

Artworks from across collection areas



COMMUNITY IMPACT

• intergenerational practices 
strengthen interconnectedness 
within a community

• support everyone’s ability to 
contribute to their neighborhoods 
and cities

• use resources judiciously and can 
encourage a thriving economy





Intergenerationa
l Learning at 
Missouri History 
Museum

Courtney M. Baxter-Annis, 
Early Childhood and Family 
Programs Manager



Goals of the 
Parent & Me: 
Play Date

Engage

Connect adults with 
age-appropriate 
ways to engage 
with history and the 
museum with their 
child(ren) 
[2-6-year-olds]

Increase

Increase comfort in 
our museum 
environment

Relate

Adults will use 
stories to engage 
with their child(ren) 
[2-6-year-olds] and 
relate to historical 
narratives



How the Program Actually Went

Pilot program: April 18th and 25th, 4:30-6pm

Desire to create a program with more impact

Shorter than originally planned

Visual and object-based storytelling

Exhibit time

Provided a take-home reading guide along with book*



The Program, 
Continued

● Mid-program reflection and change
● Maybe a little boring?
● Less focus on the history blurbs and more on getting in the exhibit 

and talking about engagement

● Educator-to-Parent led techniques

● Emphasizing the families' part in history/ "Find Yourself Here"

● Impromptu conversations with adults/parents



Findings
● Participants came from 7 different zip codes

● Started with 15 adults and 19 children under 
6 years old

● Only 2 out of 7 adult respondents had been 
to the museum before 

● 2 who had been here , citing 1-3x or 4-6x in 
the past year but 1 respondent hadn't come 
with their child

● At the end all respondents, shared that they 
were "very likely" to return



Reflections for Next 
Time
● Longer series option

● Retain same group of parents 
for whole series

● More focus on museum skills

● - How to interact with exhibits

● - Tour etiquette/expecatons

● Expansion to other 
organizations who serve 
underserved parents locally

● Food!



Courtney Baxter-Annis
cbaxter@mohistory.org
Contact me!
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Brooklyn Voices Exhibition 



Presenters
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Sophia Figuereo (she/ her) is an Exhibit Developer who leads and supports the design and production of 
exhibit experiences at Brooklyn Children’s Museum. She’s contributed to and collaborated on the 
Freeman Foundation Asian Culture Exhibit Series.

Kate Mirand Calleri (she/ her) is the Curator and Manager of Collections Interpretation at BCM and 
oversees the hands-on activation of the Museum's collections in exhibits, school and public programs, 
museum-wide special projects and the Teen Curators Program. 



Who we are
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BCM and our Community 
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BCM and our Community 
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(Sophia and friend,Eleanor, 
age 6 and 7)
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What is Brooklyn Voices? 
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Why did we open this exhibition?
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Different than what we have done before 
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How: Immersive Built Environments  
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How: Immersive Built Environments  
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Embedded Objects from the past 
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Foundational Intergenerational Development
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Foundational Intergenerational Development
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Geographic Storytelling
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Geographic Storytelling: Maps
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Object-Based Storytelling
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Object-Based Storytelling
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Visual Storytelling: Streetscape
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Visual Storytelling: Larry Racioppo
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Visual Storytelling 
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Educator Lead Art Making 
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Family Recipe Cards
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Exhibit Evaluation
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What is “Success”?
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What is “Success”?
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Thank You!    


